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Procedures!These!procedures!must!be!done!in!a!well8ventilated!room!or!under!a!fume!hood.!1. Have!ant!specimen!prepared,!making!sure!they!are!well!cleaned!and!dried!(refer!to!appropriate!protocol).!!2. Be!sure!to!use!safety!gloves!for!the!following!procedures.!!3. Pour!desired!amount!of!acrylic!plastic!casting!(usually!larger!bottle)!into!mixing!tub.!This!will!be!the!basis!of!the!liquid!resin.!!4. The!following!table!can!be!used!to!calculate!the!amount!of!hardener!that!would!be!required!for!a!particular!part!thickness.!!!
For(every(one(ounce(of(liquid(resin:(
Thickness( Hardener(Required(1/8”!~!1/4“!! 8!~!10!drops!1/4”!~!1/2“! 4!~!6!drops!1/2"!~!1”! 3!~!4!drops!1”!~!2”! 3!drops!!5. In!general,!the!maximum!10!drops!was!used!to!cast!the!specimen.!!6. Mix!liquid!resin!and!hardener!thoroughly!in!mixing!tub.!!
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Using(a(Milling(Machine(for(Desired(Cross7Section(Point!of!Contact:!! Walter!Green,!Student!Shop!Supervisor,!MAE!OSU!! ! ! Email:!green.758@osu.edu!Location:! ! Student!Machine!Shop,!Scott!Lab!W299!!
Procedures!Read!through!entire!protocol!before!arriving!at!shop.!!1. Have!specimen!embedded!in!hardened!acrylic!resin!(refer!to!appropriate!protocol).!!!a. Be!sure!specimen!is!completely(dry!throughout.!Acrylic!needs!to!have!been!hardened!for!at!least!48!hours.!!2. Choose!specimen!and!mark!the!angle!of!the!desired!cut.!!3. At!an!available!milling!machine,!use!the!vice!to!grip!the!specimen!at!desired!angle.!!a. Be!sure!not!to!“gorilla”Utighten,!but!enough!to!grab!the!acrylic!through!the!Eppendorf!tube.!!4. First!use!1/8”!end!mill!(available!at!shop)!to!cut!down!to!the!ant!body.!!a. Speed:!Fast,!approximately!3000!RPM!b. Take!50~100!thou!off!at!a!time!until!the!tool!nears!the!body!of!the!ant.!!5. Use!air!hose!as!necessary!to!blow!off!any!excess!acrylic!chips.!!
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Sputter(Coating(Specimen((Gold)(Point!of!Contact:! Cameron!Begg,!Senior!Research!Assoc8Engineer,!MSE!OSU!! ! ! Email:!begg.4@osu.edu!Location:! ! Center!for!Electron!Microscopy!and!AnalysiS!(CEMAS)!! ! ! 1305!Kinnear!Rd,!Columbus,!OH!43212!!
Procedures!Updated!version!of!these!procedures!could!be!available!at!CEMAS!site.!!1. With!safety!gloves!and!forceps,!carefully!place!specimen!onto!coating!platform.!!a. The!glass!cylindrical!wall!is!not!necessarily!attached!to!lid,!so!careful!when!lifting.!!2. Close!lid.!3. Be!sure!gas!is!initially!closed!on!the!adjustable!knob.!4. Check!to!make!sure!gas!line!is!turned!on!and!available.!!5. Separate!machine!on!the!floor!has!a!clear8coated!button.!This!is!for!creating!a!vacuum!in!the!chamber.!Turn!button!on!and!wait!a!few!seconds!for!it!to!start!up.!!6. Turn!on!power!for!coater.!7. Using!the!adjustable!knob,!shift!back!and!forth!x3!to!let!air!out!by!letting!the!Argon!gas!in!to!the!chamber.!!
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Quick(Overview(of(Procedures(1. Put!on!safety!gloves!to!prevent!skin!oil!from!transferring!to!machine.!!2. Green!light!indicates!that!the!chamber!is!under!vacuum.!3. On!the!computer,!click!Vent!"!Yes.!4. Wait!for!few!moments!while!air!is!released!into!the!chamber.!!
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a. The!indicator!color!on!the!screen!will!change!from!Green!to!Red!when!it!is!ready!to!put!the!sample!in.!5. Pull!door!steadily!and!straight!out.!Do!not!yank,!as!it!could!hurt!the!door!of!the!machine.!6. Place!sample!into!stage.!a. If!using!the!Aluminum!SEM!pin!studs,!place!the!stud!into!the!appropriate!mount.!b. If!not!using!Aluminum!SEM!pin!studs,!be!sure!to!use!appropriate!diamond9shaped!spring9loaded!mount!to!grip!the!acrylic,!making!contact!with!the!colloidal!graphite.!!7. Check!height!with!height!gauge.!!a. Important!step,!otherwise!could!hurt!the!machine!if!the!sample!height!is!too!tall!!8. Gently!close!the!door!and!press!door!closed.!!9. While!pressing!door!closed,!click!Pump!on!the!computer.!!10. Wait!for!the!indicator!lamp!to!turn!Green!(the!sample!is!now!under!vacuum).!11. Have!the!following!settings!for!ideal!image!capturing:!a. 15kV!!b. Everhart9Thornley!Secondary!Electron!Detector!c. Spot!Size!=!4.0!12. One!settings!are!set!and!the!sample!is!ready!to!be!imaged,!click!HV!13. Check!to!make!sure!emission!current!is!approximately!100!μA.!14. Click!the!quadrant!to!focus!on.!!
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a. Be!sure!it!is!set!to!Detector:!Everhart9Thornley!(“Det!ETD”)!15. Pause!button!on!the!tool!bar!will!start!and!stop!the!quadrant.!!16. Contrast!button!will!start!auto9contrast.!!17. Can!double!click!on!Map!(black!cross)!to!move!to!desired!coordinate.!a. Can!also!manually!input!coordinates!by![x,y,!“Goto”]!18. Can!change!speed!from!slow!to!fast!by!changing!from!Turtle!to!Hare.!!19. Press!9/+!for!magnification!adjustments.!20. Right!click!button!can!be!used!for!focus.!!21. Press!F5!on!keyboard!for!Whole!Screen.!22. Double!click!on!image!label!to!specify!image!title.!23. Click!Camera!to!freeze!and!render!image.!!a. This!will!allow!user!to!File!"!Save!As…!to!keep!image.!!24. When!image!capturing!is!complete,!click!Vent!"!Yes!and!follow!similar!instructions!to!remove!sample.!!25. At!the!end!of!SEM!session,!be!sure!to!repeat!Step!9!and!10.!!a. The!chamber!should!stay!in!vacuum!to!prevent!any!dust!particles!from!entering!chamber!while!machine!is!not!in!use!!!
(
Required(Materials(
# Appropriate!mount(s),!should!be!available!in!Quanta!200!imaging!room!
# Safety!gloves!
# Forceps!!
! D4!
Additional(Notes!
$ Be!sure!to!notify!Cameron!Begg!or!appropriate!staff!member!if!anything!seems!out!of!the!ordinary!or!if!unsure!how!to!continue!with!any!step.!!
$ Don’t!forget!to!sign!in!and!sign!out!using!FOM!on!the!computer!for!the!scheduled!times.!! !
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